LOADER OPERATION
Loaders and skid steers are helpful machines used every day on dairies. Although they are very
convenient, they can be dangerous for operators and those nearby. Fatal or serious struck-by,
crushed-by, caught-in-between, and/or rollover hazards exist.
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OBJECTIVE

Prepare dairy workers to more effectively recognize the
safety risks of working with loaders and skid steers
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. What tasks do we use loaders or skid steers for?
2. Who trains workers on this dairy to operate loaders?
3. What safety features are available in loaders?

TRAINING POINTS

Only drive a loader if you have been properly trained on its operation.

Always use the appropriate safety features when operating a loader.
Seat belt, safety bar, lift arm support devices, control interlock systems, etc.
Do not ride in the bucket or on the forks.
Do not allow extra riders in the cab.
Do not overload the bucket — doing so will reduce stability and handling response.
Do not attempt to operate any levers or controls while standing outside the cab.
Always ensure that attachment locking devices are in place.
Lower all attachments to the ground before shutting a loader down.
Keep the bucket as low as possible when drivng — a low bucket increases stability.
Avoid steep slopes and rough terrain — drive up and down slopes, never across.
Dismount loaders safely.
Always hold the handles and never jump down to the ground
Servicing or maintaining skid steer loaders should only be done by those properly trained to perform those tasks.
Lock the loader arms in place when performing repairs under them
Never place any body part under raised loader arms. Crush injuries where individuals are caught between loader
arms and the frame are possible.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

Operators must be properly trained.
Always use the seatbelt/safety bar when operating a skid steer or loader.
Never exit the machine while the lift arms are raised.
Do not carry passengers in the bucket or on the forks.
Be aware of the blind spots that exist as you operate a loader or a skid steer.
Be aware of bystanders and coworkers when you are operating equipment.
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